











































































































1 _Part I
To use mode voltage analysis we must take care of
the presence ofthe voltage source using one ofthethree
methods discussed in class

1 source transformation
2 grounding a node conveniently

3 supernode

We cannot use 1
because the voltage source is not

in series with a resistor even if it was the
statement ofthe question explicitly

rules out

modifying the art which also discards source

transformation 2 cannot be used either because

theground mode which has already been chosen

is not placed conveniently So we are left
with method 3 where we combine nodes

and to create a supernode

2points














































































































The equationforthe supernode is

VA VB Vs I print
Next we write KCLforthe supernode

G VA 93VB Gy VA VC is I print

Here we have used the shorthand notation

Gi
Next we write KCL formode

Galve Val GsVc is 0 I print

In matrix form we have

1 1 0 Vs

4 93 f

94 0 Gate f
print

This gives 3 equations in 3 unknowns














































































































Part II
In terms of the node voltages

we love

VB Vc 1point

ix 94 VA Va Ipoint

Part III

Changing the value of R2 would
notaffect

the valueof x and ix
This can be justified

in various ways For instance looking
at the

equations we wrote in Part I R does not

appear in any
That means that its valuedoes

not affect the value of the node voltages
hence

it does not affect the valueof x and ix
Another way to justify it is to realize that R2

is in parallel with the voltage
sorce

2points

Cjitigation
is valid

This means that from the pointof view of
the rest of the circuit nothing changes if we
eliminate it So its valuedoes not affect 4 ix














































































































2 _Part I
We turn off the source in the circuit and obtain

the arait below

where the current source gets replaced by
an open arait It 1point
Next we use associationof resistors tofind
the equivalent resistance

The two R resistors on the left are in

series so we combine them

RIZ

ITTIMA
2R 92k3gr Espoint

The resulting resistor is
in parallel with

the vertical 2 resistor which is also the














































































































parallel with the R resistor So we

compute

2211212 IR

and plot
1 UN

1219
ELpoint

Finally the two
resistors are in series

so we conclude

1

q
RAB

1pointB














































































































Part II

We are told to compute the open aren't

voltage as seen from terminals Since

there is no current flowing throughthe

resistor we can simply consider the following

1 THEN
is R 2R 3h1 8 171point

So the voltage drop we are to compute is

the one seen by the R resistor on the right
which is the same as the one seen by
the 2k resistor since they are in parallel

We combine the resistors in parallel
to stain

2121112
2 2














































































































THATR t

is R 2591 Itspoint

There are several ways to compute
the voltage v0

For instance we could use current
division to

find out the
current going through the resistor

Rd in series then use that information

to find Vo
Instead we opt for a different route We
use source transformation to draw

TUMMY
Ris

R R

1point

Now we can use voltage division to obbun

VAB Y 2214 is Rig

1point














































































































Part II
We already have all the

information we

need from our answers to Parts Id II

The Theiremu opulent araitis

1 UNO
RER

14 RI 1point

The Norton equivalent arait
is

170
in RN R

Ethpoint






Part N

Connecting a fuse and a resistor in

series results in

TTffson
I
109 920s

us we have i g.fi 1 0.33A
350mA

Since 330mA a500mA the fusedoesnotffoneanpoint
However if the valueof the resistor is 502

then for

1T 500mA
we love

1
1
5 1 0.66A

if son
666mA

soous the fuse will blow
1 extrapoint


